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ABOUT CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Clovis Community Brand

For those seeking opportunities to grow alongside 
caring and sharing neighbors, the small, agrarian 
city of Clovis, situated on the high plains of eastern 
New Mexico and home to Cannon Air Force 
Base, comprised of diverse, friendly and inclusive 
people, businesses and organizations welcomes all 
newcomers and visitors with open arms, provides 
the foundation and support you need to expand your 
horizons so you can enjoy being part of the Clovis 
family and making a positive difference in your life.

Brand Promise

Welcoming all into the Clovis family, creating 
connections that inspire growth with endless 
opportunities.

THIS BRAND STYLE GUIDE

This brand style guide has been developed to help 
you use the Clovis community brand and brand 
assets when creating and producing materials for 
your own communications, initiatives and events. 
The Clovis community brand is intended for long-
term use. In order to protect its identity, and to 
achieve recognition and acceptance of the brand 
and its identity, it must be used consistently and 
correctly every time it’s seen. Remember the three 
C’s when working with the brand: be consistent, 
be comprehensive, and be cohesive. This is a 
living document and will be periodically updated 
as the brand identity evolves — be sure to review 
all portions of this guide, however please keep 
in mind that some standards may be altered or 
supplemented in future versions of the Clovis 
Community Brand Style Guide.

BRANDLINE: Heartfelt Connections. Endless Horizons.
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CLOVIS LOGO

The Clovis community brand logo is a very valuable 
asset and the keystone element to our town’s 
branding. It embodies the architectural charm of 
the community, its rich history, the atypical New 
Mexican landscape as well as the spirit of the 
residents that call Clovis home.

There are a large variety of approved logos, with 
and without the “New Mexico” and “heartfelt 
connections. endless horizons.” brandlines in 
several brand colors as well as black and white 
versions for grayscale and high contrast application. 
The following pages outline how to (and how not 
to) use the logo in practice as well as how to find 
the logos you need for your projects.

Clovis Badge

The Clovis Badge graphic should only be used 
when the full Clovis logo (with or without taglines) is 
being displayed elsewhere on the same collateral. 
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LOGO GUIDELINES

Generally, the logo should only be 
seen in specified brand colors.

The logo should only be seen in 
provided color lockups.

Do not rotate the logo. Do not remove the graphic elements 
of the logo.

Do not outline or add a stroke to 
the logo.

Do not use any drop shadows, glows, 
or any effects on the logo.
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LOGO GUIDELINES

Do not create, add text to, resize, or 
reposition logo elements.

Do not replace the logo graphic with the 
Clovis badge .

Do not replace the logo graphic with the 
Clovis badge .

Do not stretch the logo. It should always 
be resized proportionally.
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Do not use the logo on busy patterns 
 or busy photo backgrounds.

DO use the logo on flat backgrounds in a 
color that achieves high contrast.

DO NOT use the logo with white background/
box on photography or colored backgrounds.

The Clovis badge graphic should only be used when the full 
logo (with or without any taglines) is also being displayed on 

same collateral. However, the badge alone can be used as a social 
media profile image as long as “Clovis” accompanies the image in 

profile name and/or handle.

In grayscale productions, use only the 
provided black (or white) one-color logo.

In grayscale productions, use only the 
provided black (or white) one-color logo.

Do not use the logo on busy patterns 
 or busy photo backgrounds. 

Don’t use the logo on flat backgrounds in a 
color that achieves low contrast.

LOGO GUIDELINES
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DO use solid colored boxes/tabs for 
the logo to combat busy photography, 

backgrounds and patterns.

DO use busy photography or patterns at a 
lower opacity (15% and lower) and place the 
logo on top. (example shown at 15% opacity)

LOGO GUIDELINES

BRANDLINE GUIDELINES

The Clovis community brand logo package includes 
a variety of logo lockups with the brandline as well as 
“brandline only” files. The following will outline how 
and when to use brandline assets. 
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BRANDLINE GUIDELINES

Logo Priority with Brandline
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Clovis with full brandline. This is the primary brandline logo lockup. It should be the most used 
when wanting to display the tagline with the logo.

Clovis logo paired with Brandline Only. Using the brandline only asset as primary messaging with 
the Clovis logo (with or without the “New Mexico” addition) as a secondary asset is another way to 
display both elements. Please see examples of this application on Page 8. Note: Do Not Use the 
Brandline Only file with a Clovis logo that also includes the brandline.

Clovis with partial brandlines. These partial brandline logo lockups are secondary brandline 
logos and should be used in applications where the content or context blatantly exemplifies either 
“heartfelt connections”  or “endless horizons.” 

Clovis New Mexico with brandlines. All brandline logos with New Mexico should be used sparingly 
and should be the last resort when wanting to use the logo with the brandline.  

Please follow all logo guidelines as specified on Page 5-8.
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VISIT CLOVIS LOGO GUIDELINES

The Visit Clovis logo lockup was developed for specific targeted marketing materials that will 
predominantly be used outside of the local area for tourism efforts. It should be used thoughtfully and 
strategically so it doesn’t dilute the primary Clovis community brand logo and brand identity. Below are 
some examples of where you may want to use (and not use) the Visit Clovis Logo lockup, but keep in 
mind that this is a secondary visual identity.  

Tourism Website

Out-of-State Advertisements

Tourism-Centric  
Trade Shows/Exhibitions

Local Events

Business Cards, Stationery

Social Media Posts

In-State Advertisements

Any Swag & Apparel
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LOGO FILE SYSTEM

There are a large variety of approved logos, with 
and without the “New Mexico” as well as a variety of 
tagline lockups in several brand colors as well as black 

and white versions for grayscale and high contrast 
application. The following pages explain how to find the 
logo you’re looking for in the packaged logo folders.

Which Logo Do You Want to Use?

Choose any Secondary Logo Options

Where are you Using the Logo?

What Color do you Want to Use?

Logo Only Logo with Brandline 
*includes partial brandlines

Badge Brandline Only

Cannon Blue Clovis Sunset Downtown
Brick

Harvest
Green

Engine
Steam

What is Rich Black?

Rich black has a little of the Cyan, Magenta and Yellow in it as well. This creates a deeper, richer black 
that is great for print applications. You will not be able to tell the difference between black and rich 
black on screen.

Several logo folders have additional options. This may include partial brandlines, 
several brandline alignments, and knockout (transparent background) versions of 
the badge. Choose the secondary option that best fits your needs for application.

Websites, Email, Social Media, Mobile Apps, Blogs, PowerPoint Presentations

Swag, Signage, Ads, Flyers, Posters, Booklets, Billboards, Marketing Materials
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white background
smaller file size

most common file format

transparent background
higher quality text

website development
scalable / web-vector

SEO friendly
Canva, Powerpoint-Friendly

.jpg .png

.eps .ai.pdf

.svg

vector
cross-platform compatible

vector
cross-platform compatible
opens in Adobe Illustrator

vector
cross-platform compatible

common file format

Digital Files

Print Files

What are these Pantone Files?

LOGO FILE TYPES

Pantone provides a universal language of color that ensures what you see is what you get. If a vendor offers 
Pantone colors, fear not! They are included in your logo package:

Pantone Coated: coated paper, glossy

Pantone Uncoated: no surface coating, maximum ink absorption
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LOGO SPACING GUIDELINES

In order to maintain clear legibility of the logo, it 
must be surrounded with an acceptable amount of 
clearspace. This isolates the logo from competing 
elements such as photography, text, other logos, 
or background patterns that may detract attention 
and lessen the overall impact. Using the logo in a 
consistent manner across all applications helps to 
both establish and reinforce immediate recognition of 
the Clovis community brand.

The clearspace should generally at least be 
equivalent to the height and width of two circle “sun” 
graphics in the Clovis logo regardless of the size at 
which the logo is displayed (in print or digital). Not all 
logo application is created equally, but use your best 
judgment with this guide in mind.
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COLOR PALETTE

The Clovis community brand color palette further tell the story of the city. The color palette codes and 
hierarchy below ensure that consistent color is used throughout the visual brand.

Downtown Brick

Harvest Green Engine Steam
Rich Black

Clovis Sunset Cannon Blue

CMYK: 5.0.5.0
RGB: 240.248.241
HEX: #f0f8f1
PMS C: 559 C 18%
PMS U: 559 U 18%

CMYK: 60.30.10.100
RGB: 0.0.18
HEX: #000012

CMYK: 24.0.26.0
RGB: 195.227.200
HEX: #c3e3c8
PMS C: 559 C
PMS U: 559 U

CMYK: 14.86.100.3
RGB: 206.72.40
HEX: #ce4828
PMS C: 7597 C
PMS U: 173 U

CMYK: 57.29.4.5
RGB: 106.150.194
HEX: #6a96c2
PMS C: 7454 C
PMS U: 542 U

CMYK: 28.89.98.27
RGB: 145.51.32
HEX: #913320
PMS C: 174 C
PMS U: 174 U

WHICH CODE DO I USE?
Print: CMYK, PMS (Pantone)
Web: RGB, Hex (Code)

WHAT IS RICH BLACK?
Rich black has a little of the Cyan, Magenta and Yellow in it as well. This creates a 
deeper, richer black that is great for print applications. You will not be able to tell 
the difference between black and rich black on screen.
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BRAND PATTERNS

Subtle background patterns can add 
a bold visual element to the brand.

A library of brand patterns were 
developed in the brand colors with 
both a light and dark variation.

Patterns may be used as a 
background graphic, to add texture, 
or to add emphasis. Patterns should 
not appear on top of images. 

Dark Light

Light

Light

Light

Rich Black - Light Engine Steam - Dark

Dark

Dark

Dark
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TYPOGRAPHY GUIDELINES

MARTEL SANS

Raleway

Palatino

MARTEL SANS SHOULD BE IN ALL CAPS as Headlines.
use for: Headlines, Subheadlines
weights: Black (900) only
download: Google Fonts

use for: Subheadlines, Body Copy
weights: All available weights acceptable
download: Google Fonts

Palatino is the supporting typeface for the Clovis community brand. 
It should only be used in legal and professional documents and 
letters. It’s available as a default system font on both Mac and 
Microsoft Windows computers. Please note that Palatino is labeled 
as “Palatino Linotype” on Windows systems.

DOWNLOAD FONT

DOWNLOAD FONT

Below are the primary typefaces for the Clovis community brand to be used for print and web (social media).
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TYPOGRAPHY SAMPLES

WELCOME TO CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO!
Heartfelt Connections. Endless Horizons.
We are eager to help you discover the greatness of Clovis and 
Curry County, New Mexico – a family-friendly area rich in rock and 
roll history. More than 45,000 people call Clovis and Curry County 
home and this thriving city serves as a regional hub to more than 
120,000 others.

Our goal is to enhance the economic vitality and quality of life in 
Clovis and Curry County. This growing city truly offers something 
for everyone – from great shopping and food, to special events 
and historic landmarks, to high quality educational opportunities 
– and we encourage you to learn more about our fabulous 
community. Come see why we think our community has a heart as 
big as our skies!

We have one of the busiest Chamber’s in the state, thanks to a 
community full of events and people who like to have a rockin’ 
great time. Whether you’re looking for festivals or fairs, day trips 
to fabulous surrounding locales, live musical performances, or a 
variety of cultural experiences, Clovis is the place to be!

A couple enjoys the local brew at Bandolero Brewery in Downtown Clovis.

Martel Sans Black as Subheadline

Raleway Regular as Body Copy

Martel Sans Black in All Caps as HeadlineRaleway Italic as Image Caption
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For any further questions regarding logo and community brand usage for Clovis, 
feel free to contact the Leighton Moon team at hello@leighton-moon.com.




